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102. On Vector Lattice with a Unit, II.

By KSsaku Y0SIDA and Masanori FUKAMIYA.
Mathematical Institute, Osaka Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. TAKAGI, M.I.A., Dec. 12, 1941.)

1. Introduction and the theorems. In a preceding note) one of
the authors gave a representation of the vector lattice with a unit to
obtain an algebraic proof of Kakutani-Krein’s lattice-theoretic char-
acterisatione) of the space of continuous functions on a bicompact
Hausdorff space. The purpose of the present note is to extend the
result and to show that there exists a close analogy between the
structures of the vector lattice and the algebras as in the case of the
normed ring and the algebras).

A vector lattice E is a partially ordered real linear space, some
of whose elements f are "non-negative" (written f 0) and in which)

(V 1)" If f 0 and a 0, then af

_
O.

(V2)" Iff0 and -f0, then f--0.
(V3)" Iff0 and g0, then f+g0.
(V 4)" E is a lattice by the semi-order relation f g (f-g

__
0).

In this note we further assume the existence of a "unit" I:> 0
satisfying

(V 5)" For any fe E there exists a 2> 0 such that aI.f aI.
An element fe E is called "nilpotent" if n fl I(n= 1, 2,...).

The set R of all the nilpotent elements f is called the "radical" of E.
Surely R constitutes a linear subspace of E. Moreover it is easy to see
that R is an "ideal" of E, viz. fe R and g]lfl imply g e R. Here
we put as usual fl=f+ f-, f+ f/0 sup(3; 0), f- f/k 0 inf(f, 0).

Let N be a linear subspace of E. Then the linear congruence
ab (rood. N) is also a lattice-congruence"

a--b, a’b’ (mod. N) implies ab--a’b’ (rood. N),

if and only if N is an ideal of E. An ideal N is called "non-trivial"
if N 0, E. A non-trivial ideal N is called "maximal" if it is con-
tained in no other ideal 4 E. Denote by 9 the set of all the maximal
ideals N of E. The residual class E/N of E mod. any ideal Ne is
"simple ", viz. E/N does not contain non-trivial ideals. It is proved
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